2018 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Jeffrey Schoeneck, AIA
Catherine Britt, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Ryan Fish, AIA – Peterssen Keller Architecture
Jay Fourniea, AIA – Opus
Christopher Hanson, AIA – Alliance
Adam Jonas, AIA – Locus Architecture
Petro Megits, AIA – Kaas Wilson Architects
Samantha Turnock Mendiola, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Aaron Mullins, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Kristin Nelson, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Jacquelyn Peck, AIA – BWBR
Katie Pope, AIA – DLR Group
Nathan Potratz, AIA – LHB, Inc.
Amy Sonbuchner, AIA – Alliance
Jean Turck, AIA – Miller Dunwiddie Architecture
Rachel Usher, AIA – RSP Architects
Puneet Vedi, AIA – Metropolitan Airports Commission

2017 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Nancy Blankfard, AIA
Adam Barnett, AIA, JLG Architects
Lisa Billing, AIA, Opus AE Group
Melissa Christenson Ekman, AIA, Miller Dunwiddie
John Guerber, AIA, Leo A Daly
Tyler Hillger, AIA, TEA2 Architects
Jessica Kraft, AIA, Bentz/Thompson/Rietow
Andy Madson, AIA, LHB
Amy Meller, AIA, MacDonald & Mack Architects
Carl Olson, AIA, Peterssen/Keller
Lauren Perich, AIA, Alliance
Amber Sausen, AIA, Alliance
Mandi Tauferner, AIA, Kodet Architectural Group
Jill Vowels, AIA, Perkins + Will
Jeremy Wiesen, AIA, ISG
David Wilson, AIA, HGA Architects and Engineers
Jill Winkler, AIA, Pope Architects

2016 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Nancy Blankfard, AIA
Jarett Anderson, AIA - BWBR
Scott Aspenson, AIA – RSP Architects
Stacee Demmer, AIA – LHB
Damaris Hollingsworth, AIA – DJR Architecture
Stephanie Howe, AIA – Studio e architects
Scott Howell, AIA – Cuningham Group
Elizabeth Kalin, AIA – Gensler
Aaron Kapphahn, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Denita Lemmon, AIA – Miller Dunwiddie
Mindy Michael, AIA – Kaas Wilson Architect
Michael Nelson, AIA – HDR, Inc.
William Niebur, AIA – LHB
Kimberly Sandbulte, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Nathaniel Steuerwald, AIA – VJAA, Inc.
Christopher Willette, AIA – ESG Architects
Rachel Williams, AIA – The Weidt Group 2015 Forum
2015 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Brian Tempas, AIA
Erin Anderson, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Amy Cheever, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Laura Faucher, AIA – Preservation Design Works
Matthew Finn, AIA – Cermak Rhoades Architects
Gregory Freeman, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Bob Ganser, AIA – CityDesk Studio
Jenny Hietala, AIA – HGA Architects and Engineers
Mark Kalar, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Melanie Kihm, AIA – LHB
Dan Kottke, AIA – Alliance
Dillon Larsen, AIA – Bentz/Thompson/Rietow
Michael Schellin, AIA – Kodet Architectural Group
Angela Wolf Scott, AIA – MacDonald & Mack
Abbie Seba, AIA – Studio-134
Glenn Waguespack, AIA - HGA Architects and Engineers
Heather Whalen, AIA – Elness Swenson Graham

2014 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Brian Tempas, AIA
Matthew Byers, AIA
Thomas Clark, AIA - HGA Architects & Engineers
Maureen Colburn, AIA - LHB
Sam Edelstein, AIA - Meyer Scherer Rockcastle
Daniel Green, AIA - Miller Dunwiddie Architecture
Tim Guyette, AIA - Architectural Alliance
Ashley Ilvonen, AIA - Architectural Alliance
Amy Kalar, AIA - HGA Architects & Engineers
Michael Kisch, AIA - RSP Architects
Loren Morschen, AIA - Kodet Architectural Group
Heidi Neumueller, AIA - Cuningham Group
Marie Parish, Assoc. AIA - BWBR
Greg Ramseth, AIA - HGA Architects & Engineers
Craig St. Clair, AIA - Cuningham Group
Dan Vercruysse, AIA - Meyer Scherer Rockcastle
Wynne Yelland, AIA - Locus Architecture

2013 Leadership Forum Participants

Advisor: Nick Ruehl, AIA
Joseph Allen, AIA - Architectural Alliance
Alyssa Campbell, AIA - I&S Group
Rebecca Celis, AIA – HGA
Charla Evenson, AIA – Caribou Coffee Company
Todd Grover, AIA – MacDonald & Mack
Amado Guevara, AIA – AECOM
Monica Bettendorf Hartberg, AIA – Miller Dunwiddie
Kevin Holm, AIA – LHB, Inc.
Heather Leide, AIA - FCA Construction / Lifetime Fitness
Matt Masica, AIA – Pope Architects
Pete Mikelson, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Kristoffer Pederson, AIA – TKDA
Joe Simma, AIA – Architectural Alliance
Jonathan Strand, AIA – Cuningham Group Architecture
Susanna Strand, AIA – Architectural Alliance
Matthew Streed, AIA – DLR Group
Jeff Walz, AIA – AECOM
Philip Waugh - Collaborative Design Group
2012 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Nick Ruehl, AIA
Christine Albertsson, AIA, Albertsson Hansen Architecture
Keon Chi, AIA, AECOM
Jesse Turck, AIA, BWBR
Kelli Wegscheid, AIA, Harmonious Architecture
Ed Wilms, AIA, DLR Group
Dan Grothe, AIA, Cuningham Group
Anna Pravinata, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Mary Springer, AIA, Julie Snow Architects
Kenwood McQuade, AIA, Target Corporation
Sara Phillips, AIA, LHB
Jessica Vogel, AIA, AECOM
Nathan Miller, AIA, DLR Group
Susan Nelson Golberg, AIA, AECOM
Matthew Kruntorad, AIA, MS&R
James Moore, AIA, HGA
Jared Banks, AIA, SALA Architects

2011 Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Jon Buggy, AIA
Benjamin Lindau, AIA, AECOM Ellerbe Becket
Steven Wolf, AIA, Target Corporation
Jeffrey Loeschen, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Paul Lawton, AIA, Paulsen Architects,
Rebecca Krull Kraling, AIA, HGA Architects & Engineers
Michael Grage, AIA, AECOM Ellerbe Becket
Philip Lund, AIA, Philip J. Lund Design + Construction
Lani Priddy, AIA, Cuningham Group
Ross Naylor, AIA - Architectural Alliance
David Haaland, AIA, UrbanWorks Architecture
Marcelo Pinto, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Meghan Kell Cornell, AIA, Kell Architects,
Charlie Stoffel, AIA, Cuningham Group
Deborah Rathman, AIA, Rivera Architect

2010 Inaugural Leadership Forum Graduates

Advisor: Jon Buggy, AIA
Timothy Bicknell, AIA, AECOM Ellerbe Becket
Joseph Conti, AIA, Joseph Conti Architecture
Nina Ebbighausen, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Maimie Harvey, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Greg Houck, AIA, Shea
Michael Koch, AIA, HGA
Scott Krenner, AIA, Cuningham Group Architecture
Karen Lu, AIA, VJAA
Jeffrey Mandycyk, AIA, Meyer Scherer & Rockcastle
Ashley Mitlying, AIA, Kuhl Designers Builders
Jeffrey Schoeneck, AIA, UrbanWorks Architecture
Kenneth Sheehan, AIA, Architectural Alliance
Anne Wagner, AIA, Life Time Fitness
Nicole Washburn, AIA, JLG Architects